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KEVIN

SMALL & LIGHT PISTOL

TECHNICAL DATA

Caliber 9 mm Browning (.380 ACP) / 9 mm Makarov

Magazine Capacity 6 or 8 rounds (extended mag.)

Barrel Length 57 mm (2 1/4")

Length 116 mm

Height 95 mm (3 3/4")

Width 23 mm (less than 1")

Empty mass 400 g (14.1 oz.)

Number of barrel grooves 6 L/H or 4 R/H

Trigger mechanism DAO

Material frame: aluminium alloy; slide and barrel: steel

Sights fixed (foreside grooved blade, back side square notch)

Grips black plastic or walnut wood

6 and 8 round 

magazine

Plastic cassette

Nylon and leather holsters 

Wooden gift cassette

Kevin is a small self-loading pistol designed for self-de-
fense shooting up to 15 m. Its dimensions and weight
ideally fulfil the requirements of life & property protection
of civilians as well as a the ones as a back-up weapon for
police and military use. Fire efficiency is improved by
a special barrel design while the .380 Auto cartridge
(9 mm Makarov optional) offers good ballistic performance
paired with relatively mild recoil. The pistol uses a blow-
back-operated action with reverse gas withdrawal
(patented) to slow down the slide and is equipped with
a DAO trigger mechanism and fixed sights. The pistol
does not require any external safety lever due to the DAO
mechanism, adding to its user friendliness. Its frame is
manufactured of a high strength aluminium alloy; the
slide is made of high quality steel whereas no welding is
involved as it is being CNC milled out of one solid block.
The barrel is made out of hammer forged steel.

The KEVIN pistol provides 

simplicity, efficiency, 

and 100 % reliability 

for a competitive price.

Nylon shoulder 

holster

Nylon ankle

holster

Waist belt 

leather holster

Pistol for a handbag Waist belt leather holster
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